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ABSTRACT

Objective: PEDSnet is a clinical data research network (CDRN) that aggregates electronic health record data

from multiple children’s hospitals to enable large-scale research. Assessing data quality to ensure suitability for

conducting research is a key requirement in PEDSnet. This study presents a range of data quality issues identi-

fied over a period of 18 months and interprets them to evaluate the research capacity of PEDSnet.

Materials and Methods: Results were generated by a semiautomated data quality assessment workflow. Two

investigators reviewed programmatic data quality issues and conducted discussions with the data partners’

extract-transform-load analysts to determine the cause for each issue.

Results: The results include a longitudinal summary of 2182 data quality issues identified across 9 data submis-

sion cycles. The metadata from the most recent cycle includes annotations for 850 issues: most frequent types,

including missing data (>300) and outliers (>100); most complex domains, including medications (>160) and

lab measurements (>140); and primary causes, including source data characteristics (83%) and extract-

transform-load errors (9%).

Discussion: The longitudinal findings demonstrate the network’s evolution from identifying difficulties with

aligning the data to a common data model to learning norms in clinical pediatrics and determining research

capability.

Conclusion: While data quality is recognized as a critical aspect in establishing and utilizing a CDRN, the

findings from data quality assessments are largely unpublished. This paper presents a real-world account of

studying and interpreting data quality findings in a pediatric CDRN, and the lessons learned could be used by

other CDRNs.
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BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

The Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute supports the devel-

opment of clinical data research networks (CDRNs) as a faster, easier,

and less costly infrastructure for clinical research.1 CDRNs transform

electronic health record (EHR) data from multiple institutions into

common data models and make that data available, in either a cen-

tralized or distributed fashion, to conduct a wide range of scientific

studies.2–4 Given that EHRs are designed for clinical operations rather

than research use,5–7 the results of such scientific studies can be diffi-

cult to interpret.3 To this end, one of the most critical aspects in build-

ing a CDRN is to ensure that the aggregated clinical data are “high

quality” or “ready for research use.”4,5,8 An analysis of the quality of

network data serves many purposes. First, it highlights the types of

data errors that could be resolved in the next iteration of data submis-

sions, such as an incorrect mapping of patient diagnosis information

into controlled vocabularies. Second, it helps in learning the particular

characteristics of data, for instance, that “acute respiratory tract infec-

tion” and “attention deficit hyperactivity disorder” are likely to be

among the most frequent diagnoses in a pediatric dataset, and that

this is consistent with expected values. Third, and most important, it

helps in mapping the data quality results onto study protocol descrip-

tions, thereby assisting scientists and data consumers with conducting

initial assessments of the suitability of the network data for specific re-

search studies.9 For example, a research protocol that studies the ef-

fects of antibiotic prescription on hospital revisit rates could not be

viably investigated on a network that does not capture prescription

data or encounter data in a standardized manner.

OBJECTIVE

This study focuses on the pediatric learning health system CDRN

known as PEDSnet.10,11 PEDSnet has transformed EHR data from 8

of the nation’s largest children’s hospitals into a common data for-

mat and includes observational data on over 5 million children with

at least 1 clinical encounter and at least 1 coded diagnosis during or

after 2009. Given its ultimate goal of supporting a wide range of pe-

diatric research and increasing interest by the academic pediatric

community in large-scale research networks, a key challenge in

PEDSnet is to study and quantify the capability of the data to con-

duct science and answer research questions. In the past, several stud-

ies recommended multiple techniques for conducting data quality

assessments on EHR-derived datasets, such as expert judgment, heu-

ristics, knowledge of impossibilities, gold standard benchmarking,

code reviews, conformance to value set domains, and computation

of derived values.3,8,12 However, the real-world outcomes of data

quality assessments on multisite, or even single-site, registries con-

tinue to remain behind the scenes and largely undocumented.3–5,13

In this study, we present our empirical experience of studying

data quality results over the course of building the digital infrastruc-

ture of PEDSnet. The data quality analyses report and interpret a

range of data quality “issues,” where an issue is an indication that

the data could be inaccurate or difficult to use for some research

purposes.3,5,14 We report the longitudinal evolution of PEDSnet

data quality assessment over a span of 18 months and a preliminary

mapping of the data quality results to 3 different scientific study pro-

tocols to provide research usability estimates.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The PEDSnet data resource has been built iteratively through periodic

data cycles managed by the PEDSnet data coordinating center (DCC).

Each data cycle is organized under the guidance of a predefined set of

PEDSnet-specific network-wide extract-transform-load (ETL) conven-

tions15 and comprises the following steps: (1) each site creates a local

dataset by transforming data from clinical source systems into an ex-

tension of the Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP)

common data model (CDM; hereafter referred to as the PEDSnet

CDM) according to the ETL conventions,3,16 and either submits the

dataset to the DCC or executes network queries from the DCC using a

local dataset; (2) the DCC conducts data quality workflow (available

at https://github.com/PEDSnet/Data-Quality-Analysis) on these data-

sets, including application of checks, identification of issues, and hold-

ing discussions with the sites to address issues for the next cycle3–5,14;

and (3) the aggregated data are transformed into the national Patient-

Centered Clinical Research Network (PCORnet) CDM to facilitate

Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute–based queries.17

Data collection
Figure 1 illustrates the conceptual schema for data quality assess-

ment using Chen’s notation, further elaborated in Supplementary

Appendix A.18 A data quality issue is observed in data from a partic-

ular site and is the result of applying a data quality check, drawn

from a particular check type (see Table 1 for a list of check types)

and implemented on a specific data element or field. A data quality

issue has the following 4 attributes:

Description: A tailored description of the issue, including the percent-

age of domain records affected by the issue (or prevalence), as re-

ported by the data quality workflow; eg, the MissData check type

identifies 30% of missing data in the person.race_concept_id field.

Priority (high/medium/low): A derived attribute precomputed by the

data quality workflow using heuristics involving attributes from

other entities, such as check type, data element, likelihood that an

element will be used in many studies, issue prevalence, etc.

GitHub issue link: The URL to the GitHub issue that captures the

related narrative discussions. The data quality workflow tracks the

conversations related to data quality issues using a shared private

repository on GitHub.19 For each data quality issue, a correspond-

ing GitHub issue is created to capture the DCC-site interactions.

This is a derived attribute; the workflow maintains 1 GitHub issue

for all data quality issues resulting from a given check for a given

site, irrespective of the data cycle.

Cause: The cause of the issue, determined based on the DCC-site interac-

tions on GitHub. Two investigators reviewed the DCC-site interac-

tions for over 200 issues in a pilot data cycle to determine a

classification scheme for causes, including (1) ETL issues that could

be resolved, in the next data cycle, by revising the site’s ETL source

code; (2) characteristic issues that existed due to the nature of the

source data and could not be fixed; (3) non-issues indicating false

alarms by the DCC data quality workflow; and (4) i2b2 transforma-

tion issues due to bugs in an i2b2-to-PEDSnet CDM transformation

process developed to accommodate the partner sites that submitted

their datasets in the i2b2 format during early data cycles.20 In each

subsequent cycle, the observed issues were coded, using GitHub labels,

with the appropriate cause class after reviewing the related comments.

Status: The status of the identified issue in terms of its placement in

the data cycle, eg, new, under review, solution proposed, persis-

tent, or withdrawn.

Data quality interpretation
To study the evolution of data quality across data cycles in PEDS-

net, we summarized the key attributes of data quality issues and
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the number of ETL (or resolvable) issues for most frequently ob-

served check types and data domains using standard descriptive

statistics. To present the current state of data quality in PEDSnet,

we computed the distribution of check types and domains (both

grouped by issue priority [high, medium, low] as computed by the

data quality workflow) and causes across issues. In addition, we

chose 3 different types of studies as test cases to estimate the

data quality impact on those studies. For each study protocol, we

identified the PEDSnet elements that were relevant to identifying

the study subjects, potential covariates, exposures/interventions,

and outcomes. Estimates of data quality impact were computed

by quantifying the issue scores for relevant PEDSnet data ele-

ments as shown in equation (a), where t is the study for which the

estimates are being computed, et is a PEDSnet data element

Figure 1. An entity relationship diagram of data quality issues (Chen’s notation).

Table 1. Data quality check types, harmonized terms, and example issues

Check type (alias: Name) Harmonized term21 Example issues

InconCohort: Inconsistent cohort Conformance Patients in the database who do not conform to the PEDSnet inclusion

criteria

InconSource: Inconsistency with source Conformance Distribution of NULL values in race_source_value does not match with

the distribution of “No Information” concept in race_concept_id in

Person table

InvalidValue: Value set violations Conformance A nonstandard concept used for populating the condition_concept_id field

UnexFact: Unexpected facts Plausibility A medication name entered into the location.zip field

ImplEvent: Implausible events Plausibility Found encounters with visit_start_date occurring after visit_end_date

NumOutlier: Numerical outlier Plausibility A height of 6 cm, or a body weight of 40 000 kg

ImplDate: Implausible date Plausibility Deaths in 1888, encounters in 1930, conditions recorded in 1800

CatOutlier: Categorical outlier Plausibility A patient with over 30 000 procedures

TempOutlier: Temporal outlier Plausibility Peak in the number of measurements on a day in 2012 several-fold

higher than on any other day

ImplDistri: Implausible distributions Plausibility Over 10 organisms recorded for a single laboratory culture result

UnexTop: Unexpected most frequent values Plausibility “Injection for contraceptive” as the most frequent procedure at a site

UnexDiff: Unexpected difference from

the previous data cycle

Plausibility Decrease in the number of deaths or large increase (eg, 2") in the number

of conditions

MissData: Missing data Completeness Gestational age is not available for 70% of patients

MissFact: Missing expected facts Completeness No serum creatinine record found in measurement table including many

serum sodium values

MissStand: Frequent lack of matching

standard concepts

Completeness Over 50% drug_source_value values could not be mapped to RxNorm
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identified to be relevant for a study t, ie is any issue observed for

the PEDSnet element e, and the weight parameters are as de-

scribed in Table 2.

ScoreðetÞ ¼ wet &
X

i in ie

wCi &wPi (a)

The element-level weight, wet , is a subjective measure determined

by 2 data scientists. The issue priority–related weight, wPi , is automati-

cally computed by DCC’s data quality workflow. The weight ranking

for the check type, wCi , is set using the following rationale. The

completeness-related issues are ranked highest, as substantial missing-

ness of elements would directly affect cohort selection impacting the

study the most, followed by conformance-related issues that could lead

to inaccuracy in the results of scientific studies, and finally plausibility-

related issues that could lead to inaccuracy in results (or not). This

ranking system also aligns with our process of building PEDSnet, where

the initial focus was to get complete data on various elements and en-

sure that they conformed to the predefined ETL conventions. As the

network data gets more complete and consistent, the focus will shift to

ensuring and assessing clinical and pediatric plausibility.

RESULTS

A total of 2182 data quality issues were collected and processed

from 9 data cycles in PEDSnet.

Evolution of PEDSnet data quality
Figure 2 shows the distributions of total numbers of data quality

checks and issues across data cycles. The number of checks con-

tinues to increase because of continuous development of both the

CDM and the data quality workflow; eg, a major increase was ob-

served from cycles 3 to 4 when new domains (drug_exposure and

measurement) and new types of checks were introduced. Con-

versely, the workflow did not change significantly from cycles 6 to 7

as the data model was stabilized. The number of issues increases

across data cycles, due to both the addition of checks and the adop-

tion of new versions of ETL conventions as data requirements

evolve, thereby leading to new learning curves for each site’s ETL

analysts. The number of issues decreases when the ETL conventions

remain unchanged (eg, cycles 4 to 5, 6 to 7, and 8 to 9), with the ex-

ception of cycles 1 to 2, when new sites were added to the network,

and 3 to 4, which represented a major development phase.

Figure 3 summarizes the causes of issues across data cycles, dem-

onstrating a clear decrease in the proportion of ETL (fixable) issues

over time as the network learned to conform to ETL conventions

more effectively, and an increase in the number of characteristic (non-

fixable) issues over time as the data scientists uncovered a wider vari-

ety of inherent data characteristics. In some cases, fixing an ETL issue

(eg, missing data) in 1 cycle resulted in the discovery of new character-

istic issues for that data element in the subsequent cycle. I2b2 transfor-

mation issues do not appear after the 7th data cycle, because all sites

began to directly submit their datasets as PEDSnet CDM extracts.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of ETL issues in the network

across key domains and check types. The MissData check type iden-

tified the highest number of ETL issues, and the overall trend is im-

proving for each domain. Also, certain domains, such as

drug_exposure and measurement, started out with relatively higher

numbers of ETL issues due to the complexity of stabilizing conven-

tions and performing ETL operations for these domains. For the

InvalidValue check type, the person domain is an outlier because of

changing network conventions on the representation of different fla-

vors of NULL (null, others, unknown, unmapped) in PEDSnet dur-

ing the cycle 4–7 timeline in order to more closely align with

PCORnet semantics. Similarly, for the CatOutlier type (ie, abnor-

mally large number of values or obvious peaks in frequency distribu-

tion graphs), the graph for the procedure domain reflects changes in

the range of source systems from which ETL is being performed. For

the UnexDiff check type, the surge at cycle 6 is due to a revision in

the definition of the check, wherein in addition to creating issues for

the decrease in number of records between cycles, the workflow cre-

ated issues for an unexpected increase in the number of records.

Current state of data quality in PEDSnet
In the most recent (ie, 9th) data cycle, 850 data quality issues were

observed, including 119 new issues and 731 characteristic or under-

review issues carried over from previous cycles. Table 3 shows the

distribution of the prevalence of these issues (ie, the percentage of

Table 2. Weight parameters used for computing study-specific estimates of data quality impact

Equation parameter Definition Value (based on a 3-point ordinal scale)

wet The importance of the element e for the given study Major¼ 3

Moderate¼ 2

Minimal¼ 1

wCi The weight associated with the check type associated with issue i Completeness check¼ 3

Conformance check¼ 2

Plausibility check¼ 1

wPi The weight associated with the priority of issue i High¼ 3

Medium¼ 2

Low¼ 1

Figure 2. Total number of checks and issues across data cycles. The horizon-

tal bar represents the versions of the adapted OMOP CDM (and the corre-

sponding ETL conventions enforced for the PEDSnet CDM) for a given data

cycle; cycle 1 is a pilot data cycle conducted with 4 PEDSnet sites.
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records affected) across the associated OMOP domains. The last

row represents the check types for which prevalence calculation was

not applicable or was unknown, eg, MissFact, UnexDiff, Incon-

Source, and ImplDistri.

Figure 5A shows the distribution of check types; MissData is the

most common check type, with >300 occurrences. The other fre-

quent check types (>50 occurrences) include CatOutlier, such as a

patient with >2 million procedures recorded since 2009; ImplEvent,

such as conditions diagnosed after a patient’s death; ImplDate, such

as a measurement_date in 1800s; UnexDiff, such as a decrease in

the number of encounters or a 2-fold increase in the number of pro-

cedures between cycles; and TempOutlier, such as a sudden increase

in the number of facts around 2010.

Figure 5B shows the distribution of domains; drug_exposure and

measurement (including vital signs and laboratory data) have the

highest number of data issues, as both of these domains are particu-

larly complex, given the variety of medication types and numerous

laboratory measurements, requiring extraction from a range of

source data records. In the drug_exposure domain, incomplete cap-

ture of the extent of exposure (days_supply, effective_drug_dose,

stop_reason, and quantity fields) was much more common than

drug identity. In the measurement domain, incompleteness was most

common in test-related metadata, including range_high, range_low,

and measurement_result_date (as distinct from the date the speci-

men was obtained). The CatOutlier type was very prominent for

provider_id, person_id, and visit_occurrence_id fields in both do-

mains, representing certain providers, patients, or visits with a large

number of facts associated with them. The TempOutlier was also a

frequently observed check type for measurement_date, representing

significant peaks around certain dates.

Figure 5C shows the distribution of causes, with nearly 9% ETL

issues and 83% characteristic issues. The ETL issues existed largely

due to site-level programming errors and to a smaller extent to chang-

ing network conventions and other administrative reasons (eg, limited

data access rights, dependency on other clinical units for access to data,

etc.). Characteristic issues are largely due to limited data capture (eg,

certain EHRs or site workflows do not capture the time of birth of a

patient), point-of-care data-entry errors or administrative conventions

for representing missing data (eg, unknown birthdates purposely docu-

mented as born in 1700),6,22,23 and true anomalies (eg, a patient with a

>2-year hospital stay). Other reasons for characteristic issues include

site-specific ETL decisions (eg, 1 site transiently had a significantly

higher procedure-to-patient ratio because it was extracting level-of-

service procedure codes for outpatient visits, which other sites had not

yet implemented); introduction of a new clinical workflow, such as a

sudden increase in documentation procedure (eg, when flowsheets

were adopted at that site); and site-specific EHR configurations (eg,

certain sites having a more granular range of procedure source values

as compared to other sites). Nearly 7% of the issues were false alarms,

due to bugs in the data quality workflow or ETL issues in the previous

data cycle that were awaiting resolution, and 1% of the issues are still

under review by the sites.

Preparedness for conducting science
We selected the first draft of 3 study designs from the set of PEDSnet

research pilots as probes to assess the potential readiness of PEDSnet

Figure 3. Distribution of data quality causes across data cycles; annotation

follows that of Figure 2.

Figure 4. Trends over time for ETL issues from key domains and check types.
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data for scientific use. The first (S1-abx) is a comparative effectiveness

study of narrow- vs broad-spectrum antibiotic use in pediatric pneumo-

nia, the second (S2-rad) is a descriptive study assessing pediatric

radiation exposure from computed tomography, and the third (S3-

glomer) is a computable phenotype development project for glomerular

disease. Figure 6 presents a heatmap denoting the scores of data quality

issues observed at various PEDSnet elements for these 3 studies. In gen-

eral, darker shades denote the elements that are poorly captured at the

PEDSnet member sites, such as pn_gestational_age for children first

seen years after infancy, while intermediate shades denote date

anomalies, such as administrative workflows, future dates, or prenatal

facts (procedure_date, measurement_date, measurement_result_date). It

should be noted that a study may require additional elements (eg, radia-

tion dose, intensive care unit admissions, intertransfer hospitals, condi-

tions relevant to procedures) but they are not discretely represented in

the CDM, and hence are not shown in the data quality heatmap.

DISCUSSION

We conducted an analysis of data quality issues identified during the

18-month startup phase of a large-scale research network comprising 8

large children’s hospitals. Through this work, we identified various po-

tential causes of data quality issues in a CDRN. Prior authors have de-

scribed 2 major causes of data issues: systematic data errors caused by

programming errors, and random data errors (eg, inaccurate data tran-

scription or typing errors).24 The classification of causes provided in

this work is more granular (10 precise causes) and motivated by real-

world scenarios. As of May 2016, the network contained 850 element-

level data quality annotations, with 16% pending or ETL issues and

83% characteristic issues, of which 35% were issues that existed due

to limited data capture in EHRs, consistent with prior studies.25

The longitudinal analysis of causes shows a prominent trend of de-

creasing ETL (or fixable) issues, even in the face of steadily increasing

numbers of data quality checks and an increasing awareness of inher-

ent data issues. This trend strongly illustrates the evolution of the net-

work from expending the most effort on aligning with CDM

conventions to increasing focus on norms in clinical pediatrics and re-

search readiness. Although the trend of ETL issues is downward, even

at the end of the 9th data cycle, nearly 60 ETL issues were observed in

the network, representing the collective responsibility of sites (pro-

gramming errors) and the PEDSnet DCC (ambiguity in ETL conven-

tions). Brown et al.3 noted that a previously validated dataset does not

necessarily guarantee that there will be no new data quality problems

in the next revision. A longitudinal analysis of ETL issues helps to

identify potential areas to focus on in the next data cycle. For exam-

ple, incompleteness and drug code standardization continue to drive

issues in the drug_exposure domain, and the trend of ETL issues in

the procedure_occurrence domain continues to fluctuate.

This work re-emphasizes the complexity of using EHR data for re-

search and the need for thoughtful derivation of study variables rather

than simplistic mapping. When planning for a particular study, tech-

niques such as the fitness heatmap could help in identifying specific ele-

ments that may not be readily usable, thereby requiring improvements to

the overall ETL process (eg, improved mapping of drug concepts from

source vocabularies to RxNorm), study-specific data collection, or using

statistical imputation methods to overcome those issues.12 Even lower-

risk (light-colored) elements require study-specific evaluation as a routine

part of analysis, as low risk is not equivalent to perfection in data quality.

The data quality findings of this study are interpreted contempo-

raneously with other CDRN-based data quality efforts. For exam-

ple, the PCORnet Distributed Research Network Operations Center

developed a Statistical Analysis System–based data characterization

program based on checks developed for the claims-based mini-Senti-

nel drug safety network.26 These checks were run against the PCOR-

net CDM for PEDSnet at the end of the 6th data cycle. A total of 19

data quality issues were identified, including 5 clarification

questions. The PEDSnet data quality results included all of these is-

sues, except 1 that occurred due to a programming bug in the

DCC’s PEDSnet-to-PCORnet transformation code. Achilles,

developed by the Observational Health Data Sciences and Informatics

collaborative, is another prominent and widely used data quality

Table 3. Distribution of issue prevalence in the most recent data
cycle

Prevalence range (%) Percentage of issues

within that prevalence range (%)

100 15.29

30–99.99 30.23

1–29.99 17.18

<1 30.94

Not applicable or unknown 6.35

Figure 5. Summary of issues for most recent data cycle: (A) distribution of

check types, (B) distribution of domains, and (C) distribution of causes. The

stacks in Figures 5A and B refer to issue priority as determined by the data

quality workflow.
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assessment and characterization tool for the OMOP CDM.27 After the

9th data cycle in PEDSnet, we catalogued >100 issues for each site,

whereas Achilles identified nearly 35 issues per site, including some

false alarms against prenatal facts representing real in utero care.

One limitation of this study is that it does not include data qual-

ity issues arising from other methods downstream of the PEDSnet

CDM (eg, during transformation to PCORnet CDM or design of

other network queries for science or operations purposes).28,29 In

addition, heuristics for cause categorization and prioritization con-

tinue to be refined as more experience with the data is gained. The

results of this study are also incomplete due to limitations of the

data quality workflow: it does not yet include validation against ex-

ternal established gold standard datasets,30 validation of automated

phenotype definitions for accuracy, assessment of clinical guidelines

(eg, recommended immunization schedules for patients), or assess-

ment of unstructured clinical data.12

While this study focuses on network-level or intrinsic data

quality assessment,31 the ultimate goal of data quality assessment

in PEDSnet is to help draw conclusions on the utility of secondary

datasets for scientific users in a variety of settings, such as clinical

effectiveness research,2,3 drug safety, computable phenotypes,

population health, pharmaceutical surveillance, etc. Although

data quality plays a critical role, feasibility assessment for study

design is a complex process affected by several other factors, such

as privacy risks and availability of data elements in the CDM.

Also, a comprehensive analysis of PEDSnet data quality for a spe-

cific study is necessarily dependent on the analysis plan for that

study, and therefore no data quality summary will suffice for all

studies. Our future work will include more in-depth study-spe-

cific data quality visualization and reporting.

CONCLUSION

A key challenge in building a CDRN is to understand and interpret

the quality of aggregated data for research purposes. Although de-

fined from an end user’s perspective, data quality is often accounted

for from the perspective of the data producer.5 Through this work,

we provide a broad summary of the current state of data quality of

PEDSnet, which could be consumed by any investigator interested in

using this network to conduct research. Since PEDSnet has extended

the OMOP CDM as an internal data model and the data quality

checks are designed accordingly, the lessons learned through this

study could be leveraged by other users of OMOP-based CDMs.
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